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Abstract. Particle physics is a branch of science aiming at discovering the

fundamental laws of matter and forces. Graph neural networks are trainable functions

which operate on graphs—sets of elements and their pairwise relations—and are a

central method within the broader field of geometric deep learning. They are very

expressive and have demonstrated superior performance to other classical deep learning

approaches in a variety of domains. The data in particle physics are often represented

by sets and graphs and as such, graph neural networks offer key advantages. Here

we review various applications of graph neural networks in particle physics, including

different graph constructions, model architectures and learning objectives, as well as

key open problems in particle physics for which graph neural networks are promising.

1. Introduction

Particle physics focuses on understanding fundamental laws of nature by observing

elementary particles, either in controlled environments (collider physics) or in nature

(astro-particle). The standard model of particle physics is a theory of the strong, weak

and electromagnetic forces, and elementary particles (quarks and leptons). Physicists

are building experiments to measure elementary particles and by using statistical

methods can test the validity of various models. The data from the experiments are

generally a sparse sampling of a physics process in both time and space.

Machine learning has historically played a significant role in particle physics [1],

with classification and regression applications using classical techniques, such as boosted

decision trees, support vector machine, simple multi-layer perceptrons, etc. Inspired by

the success deep learning has achieved at reaching super-human performance at various

tasks, various domains in the physical sciences [2], including particle physics [1, 3–6],

have begun exploring deep learning as a unique tool for handling difficult scientific

problems that go beyond straightforward classification, to organize and make sense of

vast data sources, draw inferences about unobserved causal factors, and even discover

physical principles underpinning complex phenomena [7,8].
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HEP experiments often use machine learning for learning complicated inverse

functions, trying to infer something about the underlying physics process from the

information measured in the detector. This scheme is illustrated in figure 1.

Simulation Experiment

Simulated Particles

Detector Simulation Detector

Physics Object Reconstruction

Physics Analysis

Figure 1. Simulation is used in HEP experiments to create a ”truth record” of the

physics event which caused a certain detector response. This ”truth record” is used

to train supervised learning algorithms to invert the detector simulation and infer

something about the underlying physics from the observed data. These algorithms are

then applied to real data that were measured by the detector.

While the most widely used trio of deep learning building blocks—the fully

connected network (FC), convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural

network (RNN)—have proven valuable across many scientific domains, the focus of this

review is on a class of architectures called Graph Neural Networks (GNN) — as described

below, we regard self-attention as a graph-based architecture—, which can be trained

from data to learn functions on graphs. Many problems involve data represented as

unordered sets of elements with rich relations and interactions with one another, and

can be naturally expressed as graphs. They are however not convenient to represent

as vectors, grids, or sequences — the format required by FCs, CNNs, and RNNs,

respectively — unless for specific structure of tree [9, 10]. Extensive reviews of GNNs

are available in the literature [11–15]. However applications of GNNs in high energy

physics (HEP) are evolving rapidly, and the purposes of this review are to outline the

key principles and uses of GNNs for particle physics, and build bridges between physics

and machine learning by exposing researchers on both sides to important, challenging

problems in each others’ domains.

Data Representation. Measurements in particle physics are commonly done in large

accelerator facilities (CERN, KEK, Fermilab, etc), using detectors with sizes on the

order of tens of meters, which capture millions of high-dimensional measurements each

second. These detectors are composed of multiple sub-detectors — tracking detector,
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calorimeters, muon detector, etc — each using a different technology to measure the

trace of particles. The data in particle physics are therefore heterogeneous. Detectors

in astrophysics are typically bigger, with size up to kilometers (IceCube, Antares,

etc) constructed around a single measurement technology, the data are therefore

homogeneous. In both cases, the measurements are inherently sparse in space, due to

the design of the geometry of the sensors. The measurements therefore do not a-priori

fit homogeneous, grid-like data structures.

Deep learning is often applied on high level features derived from particle physics

data [1]. This can improve over more classical data analysis methods, but does not use

the full potential of deep learning, which can be effective when operating on lower level

information.

(a)

(b)

Jet

Jet

Lepton

MET

(c) (d)

Figure 2. HEP data lend itself to being represented as a graph for many applications:

(a) clustering tracking detector hits into tracks, (b) segmenting calorimeter cells, (c)

classifying events with multiple types of physics objects, (d) jet classification based on

the particles associated to the jet.
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Some data in particle physics can be fractionally interpreted as images and hence

computer vision techniques (CNNs) are being applied with improved performances

[16–21]. However, image representations face some limitations with irregular geometry

of detectors or sparsity of the projections applied. Because of the inherent loss of

information, image representations may constrain the amount of information that can

be extracted from the data.

Measurement and reconstructed objects can be viewed as sequences, with an order

imposed from theoretical or experimental understanding of the data. Methods otherwise

applied to natural language processing (e.g., RNNs, LSTMs [22], GRUs [23], etc)

have thus been explored [24, 25]. While the ordering used can usually be justified

experimentally, it is often imposed and therefore constrains how the data are presented

to models. This ordering can also be learned [26] in some cases, using prior experimental

knowledge of the physics process at stake. This is however not always the case and one

may expect that the imposed ordering will reduce the learning performance — ordering

that is not required as we will see in the following. For example [27] shows evidence that

a permutation invariant network outperforms a sequence based algorithm that uses the

exact same input features, for the same classification task.

At many levels the data are, by definition, sets (unordered collection) of items. If

one considers relation between items (geometrical, or physical) a set transforms into

a graph with the addition of an adjacency matrix.There is a-priori less limitation in

applying deep learning on this intrinsic representation of the data, than at the other

levels mentioned above. A variety of HEP data and their formulation as graphs is

illustrated in figure 2.

We concentrate in this review on the applications of GNNs to HEP. We argue why

graphs are a very useful data representation, and review key architectures. Common

traits in graph construction and model architecture will be linked to the specific

requirements of the HEP problems under consideration. By providing a normalized

description of the models through the formalism introduced in [13] we hope to make the

adoption and further development of GNNs for HEP simpler.

This review paper is organized as follows. An overview of the field of geometrical

deep learning is given in section 2. Existing applications to particle physics are reviewed

in 3. General guidelines for formulating HEP tasks for GNNs are given in section 4.

In particular we go in the details of the different approaches in building the graph

connectivity in section 4.2, the various model architecture adopted in section 4.3. This

paper concludes with a discussion on the various approaches and the remaining open

questions in section 5.
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2. Geometric Deep Learning

2.1. Overview

Deep learning has been central to the past decade’s advances in machine learning and

artificial intelligence [28, 29], and can be understood as the confluence of several key

factors. First, large neural networks can express very complex functions. Second,

valuable information in big data can be encoded into the parameters of large neural

networks via gradient-based training procedures. Third, parallel computer hardware can

perform such training in hours or days, which is efficient enough for many important

use cases. Fourth, well-designed software frameworks, such as TensorFlow [30] and

PyTorch [31], lower the technical bar to developing and distributing deep learning

applications, making powerful machine learning tools broadly accessible to practitioners.

Fully connected, convolutional, and recurrent layers have been the primary building

blocks in modern deep learning, each of which carries different inductive biases,

which incentivize or constrain the learning algorithm to prioritize one solution over

another. For example, convolutional layers share their underlying kernel function across

spatial dimensions of the input signal, while recurrent layers share across the temporal

dimension of the input. These building blocks are most suitable for approximating

functions on vectors, grids, and sequences, but when a problem involves data with

richer structure, these modules are not always convenient or effective to apply. For

example, consider learning functions over sets of particles — while it is possible to order

them, for example sorting by the transverse momentum pT of the particle, the imposed

ordering in not unique, and it fails to reflect that particles are fundamentally unordered.

The aforementioned deep learning modules do not have appropriate inductive biases to

exploit this richer graphical structure.

Graph-structured data are ubiquitous across science, engineering, and many other

problem domains. A graph is defined, minimally, as a set of nodes as well as a set of edges

adjacent to pairs of nodes. Richer varieties and special cases include: trees, where there

is exactly one sequence of edges connecting any two nodes; directed graphs, where the

two nodes associated with an edge are ordered; attributed graphs, which include node-

level, edge-level, or graph-level attributes; multigraphs, where more than one edge may

exist between a pair of nodes; hypergraphs, where more than two nodes are associated

with an edge; etc. Crucially, graphs are a natural and powerful way of representing

many complex systems [11–15], e.g., trees for representing evolution of species, or the

hierarchical structure of sentences; lattices and meshes for representing regular and

irregular discretizations of space, respectively; dynamic networks for representing traffic

on roads and social relationships over time.

GNNs [11–13, 32] are a class of deep learning architectures which implement

strong relational inductive biases for learning functions that operate on graphs. They

implement a form of parameterized message-passing whereby information is propagated

across the graph, allowing sophisticated edge-, node-, and graph-level outputs to be

computed. Within a GNN there are one or more standard neural network building
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blocks, typically fully connected layers, which implement the message computations and

propagation functions. The first GNNs [32,33] were developed and applied for network

analysis, especially on internet data, and were trained not with the back-propagation

algorithm, but with fixed point iteration via the Almeida-Pineda algorithm [34, 35]. Li

et al.’s [36]’s gated graph sequence neural networks helped integrate more recent deep

learning innovations into GNNs, adding RNN modules for improving multiple rounds

of message-passing and optimizing their parameters by the back-propagation learning

rule [28, 29].

In recent years, the field of GNNs has grown very rapidly, with applications to

science and engineering. For example, graph convolution has been used for molecular

fingerprinting [37]. Message-passing neural networks [12], which provided a general

formulation of GNNs which captured a number of previous methods, were introduced

for quantum chemistry. Interaction networks [38] and graph networks [13] have been

developed for learning to simulate increasingly complex physical systems [38–41].

GNNs are situated within the broader family of what Bronstein et al. [11] term

geometric deep learning, which, aside from GNNs, captures related deep learning

methods which apply to data structures beyond vectors, tensors, sequences, etc. Their

survey explores graph signal processing and how it can be connected to deep learning,

with substantial discussion on how the general principles of CNNs applied to Euclidean

signals can be transferred to graph-structured signals. Key examples of spectral graph

convolution approaches are [42–44], which applied neural networks to the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian.

Much work on GNs has focused on learning physical simulation [38–40,45], similar

to Lagrangian methods for particle-based simulation in engineering and graphics. The

system is represented as a set of particle vertices, whose interactions are represented

by edges and computed via learned functions. Recent work by [41] highlights how

far this sub-field has advanced: they trained models to predict systems of thousands

of particles, which represent fluids, solids, sand, and “goop”, and show generalization

to orders of magnitude more particles and longer trajectories than experienced during

training. Because GNs are highly parallelizable on modern deep learning hardware

(GPUs, TPUs, FPGAs), their approach scaled well, and its speed was on par with

heavily engineered state-of-the-art fluid simulation engines, despite that they did not

optimize for speed in their work.

Recently GNs have been extended by adding inductive biases derived from physics,

adjusting their architectures to be consistent with Hamiltonian [46] and Lagrangian

mechanics [47], which can improve performance and generalization on various physical

prediction problems. Other recent work [7] has shown symbolic physical laws can be

extracted from the learned functions within a GN.
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Figure 3. The internal components of a GN block are update functions and

aggregation functions. (a) The update functions take a set of objects with a fixed

size representation, and apply the same function to each of the elements in the set,

resulting in an updated representation (also with a fixed size). (b) The aggregation

functions take a set of objects and create one fixed size representation for the entire

set, by using some order invariant function to group together the representations of

the objects (such as an element-wise sum).

2.2. The Graph Network Formalism

Here we focus on the graph network (GN) formalism [13], which generalizes various

GNNs, as well as other methods (e.g., Transformer-style self-attention [48]). GNs are

graph-to-graph functions, whose output graphs have the same node and edge structure

as the input. Adopting [13]’s formalism, a graph can be represented by, G = (u, V, E),

with Nv vertices and Ne edges. The u represents graph-level attributes. The set of nodes

(or vertices) are V = {vi}i=1:Nv , where vi represents the i-th node’s attributes. The set

of edges are E = {(ek, rk, sk)}k=1:Ne , where ek represents the k-th edge’s attributes, and

rk and sk are the indices of the two (receiver and sender, respectively) nodes connected

by the k-th edge.

A GN’s stages of processing are as follows.

e′
k = φe (ek,vrk ,vsk ,u)

v′
i = φv (ē′

i,vi,u)

u′ = φu (ē′, v̄′,u)

ē′
i = ρe→v (E ′

i) . Edge block

ē′ = ρe→u (E ′) . Vertex block

v̄′ = ρv→u (V ′) . Global block

(1)

A GN block contains 6 internal functions: 3 update functions (φe, φv, and φu) and

3 aggregation functions (ρe→v, ρe→u, and ρv→u). The GN formalism is not a specific

model architecture, it does not determine what exactly those functions are. The update

functions are functions of fixed size input and fixed size output, and the aggregation

functions take in a variable-sized set of inputs (such as a set of edges connected to

a particular node) and output a fixed size representation of the input set. This is

illustrated in figure 3.

The edge block computes one output for each edge, e′
k, and aggregates them by

their corresponding receiving node, ē′
i, where E ′

i is the set of edges incident on the i-th

node. The vertex block computes one output for each node, v′
i. The edge- and node-level

outputs are all aggregated in order to compute the global block. The output of the GN

is the set of all edge-, node-, and graph-level outputs, G′ = (u′, V ′, E ′). See Figure 4a.
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In practice the φe, φv, and φu are often implemented as a simple trainable neural

network, e.g. a fully connected network. The ρe→v, ρe→u, and ρv→u functions are

typically implemented as permutation invariant reduction operators, such as element-

wise sums, means, or maximums. The ρ functions must be permutation invariant if the

GN block is to maintain permutation equivariance.

(a)

GM
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GNM
<latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit>G1

<latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit>

G0
<latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit>

GM
<latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit>

G0
<latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit>

GNcore
<latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit>

⇥M
<latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit>

Unshared, deep GN stack

Shared, recurrent GN stack

(b)

Figure 4. (a) A GN block (from [13]). An input graph, G = (u, V, E), is processed

and a graph with the same edge structure but different attributes, G′ = (u′, V ′, E′),
is returned as output. The component functions are described in Equation 1. (b) GN

blocks can be composed into more complex computational architectures. The top row

shows a sequence of different GN blocks arranged in series, or depth-wise, fashion. The

bottom row replaces the distinct GN blocks with a shared, recurrent, configuration.

Some key benefits of GNs are that they are generic: if a problem can be expressed

as requiring a graph to be mapped to another graph or some summary output, GNs

are often suitable. They also tend to generalize well to graphs not experienced during

training, because the learning is focused on the edge- and node-level—in fact if the global

block is omitted, the GN is not even aware of the full graph in any of its computations,

as the edge and node blocks take only their respective localities as input. Yet when

multiple GN blocks are arranged in deep or recurrent configurations, as in Figure 4b,

information can be processed and propagated across the graph’s structure, to allow more
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complex, long-range computations to be performed.

The GN formalism is a general framework which can capture a variety of other

GNN architectures. Such architectures can be expressed by removing or rearranging

internal components of the general GN block in Figure 4, and implementing the various

φ and ρ functions using specific functional forms. For example, one very popular

GNN architecture is the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [49]. Using the GN

formalism [12,13], a GCN can be expressed as,

e′
k = φe (ek,vsk) = ekvsk , where ek =

1√
degree(rk)degree(sk)

ē′
i = ρe→v (E ′

i) =
∑

{k | rk=i}

e′
k

v′
i = φv (ē′

i) = σ (ē′
iW )

Figure 5 shows the correspondence between the GCN and the GN depicted in Figure 4.

In section 4 we will discuss the considerations taken into account when deciding how

to choose the actual implementation of the GNs internal functions. The choice of the

specific architecture is motivated by the relationships that exist between the elements

in the input data and the task one is trying to solve with the model.

Edge block Node block Global block

V 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m8MJ1M94ujO0d0COo5n2Dsol6rc=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrs2phAM2FhGMA9IFpmdvZsMmZ1dZmaFsKS0sbFQxNZP8Rfs/AZ/wsmj0MQDFw7nnMt9BKng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB0MryZ++x6V5om8NaMU/Zj2JY84o8ZKjbtyxa26U5Bl4s1J5fLj+4EAgM1/9sKEZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAselXqYxpWxI+9i1VNIYtZ9P9xyTE6uEJEqULWnIVP3dkdNY61Ec2GRMzUAvehPxP6+bmajm51ymmUHJZoOiTBCTkMnRJOQKmREjSyhT3O5K2IAqyox9Tck+wVs8eZm0zqqeW/Vu3Er9AmYowhEcwyl4cA51uIYGNIFBCI/wDC8Od56cV+dtFi04855D+APn/Qd/sI8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioxb3woZF1oAlTScqds23PrgiMY=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYdZGC4uAjWUE84BkkdnZ2WTI7Owyc1cIS37AxkIRW3/Jzr9xkmyhiQcGDuecy9x7wkxJi5R+e2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/sFh7ei4Y9PccNHmqUpNL2RWKKlFGyUq0cuMYEmoRDcc38787pMwVqb6ASeZCBI21DKWnKGTWo+1Om3QOcgq8UtShxIu/zWIUp4nQiNXzNq+TzMMCmZQciWm1UFuRcb4mA1F31HNEmGDYr7nlJw7JSJxatzTSObq74mCJdZOktAlE4Yju+zNxP+8fo7xdVBIneUoNF98FOeKYEpmR5NIGsFRTRxh3Ei3K+EjZhhHV03VleAvn7xKOpcNnzb8e1pv3pR1VOAUzuACfLiCJtxBC9rAIYJneIU3T3ov3rv3sYiueeXMCfyB9/kDCGmMcA==</latexit>

�v
<latexit sha1_base64="HCiXjOq04H3f4Ed7vqyiRfd+2dI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+nQo2NotBsAp3NlpYBGwsI5hLIDnj3mYvWbO3e+zuRcKR/2BjoYit/8fOf+Pmo9DEBwOP92aYmRelnGnjed9OYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3XP3DwItM0VonUguVTPCmnImaN0ww2kzVRQnEaeNaHA98RtDqjST4s6MUhomuCdYzAg2VgraaZ/dDztu2at4U6Bl4s9JuXoUPD0AQK3jfrW7kmQJFYZwrHXL91IT5lgZRjgdl9qZpikmA9yjLUsFTqgO8+m1Y3RqlS6KpbIlDJqqvydynGg9SiLbmWDT14veRPzPa2UmvgxzJtLMUEFmi+KMIyPR5HXUZYoSw0eWYKKYvRWRPlaYGBtQyYbgL768TILziu9V/FubxhXMUIRjOIEz8OECqnADNagDgUd4hld4c6Tz4rw7H7PWgjOfOYQ/cD5/AKnSkKA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/voSHBGyFE5xYPVKPYM/GTIarLQ=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZXVLCxWQyCVdi10cIiYGMZwWwCyRpmJ7PJmNmZYWY2siz5BxsLRbT0f+z8AP/DyaPQxAMXDufcy733RJJRbTzvy1laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7gRapwqSOBROqGSFNGOWkbqhhpCkVQUnESCMaXI39xpAoTQW/NZkkYYJ6nMYUI2OloC379G7YKZW9ijeBu0j8GSlXD4MHmX2/1zqlz3ZX4DQh3GCGtG75njRhjpShmJFRsZ1qIhEeoB5pWcpRQnSYT64duSdW6bqxULa4cSfq74kcJVpnSWQ7E2T6et4bi/95rdTEF2FOuUwN4Xi6KE6Za4Q7ft3tUkWwYZklCCtqb3VxHymEjQ2oaEPw519eJMFZxfcq/o1N4xKmKMARHMMp+HAOVbiGGtQBwz08wjO8OMJ5cl6dt2nrkjObOYA/cD5+AGdXkq0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fc8T4ygtia14k1z/CDji4ezWDqY=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswp2NFhYBG8sI5gOSM+xtNsmavd1jdy4QjvwHGwtFbP0/dv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzokQKi77/7a2tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjhtWpYbzOtNSmFVHLpVC8jgIlbyWG0ziSvBmNbmd+c8yNFVo94CThYUwHSvQFo+ikRicZisdxt1T2K/4cZJUEOSlDjlq39NXpaZbGXCGT1Np24CcYZtSgYJJPi53U8oSyER3wtqOKxtyG2fzaKTl3So/0tXGlkMzV3xMZja2dxJHrjCkO7bI3E//z2in2r8NMqCRFrthiUT+VBDWZvU56wnCGcuIIZUa4WwkbUkMZuoCKLoRg+eVV0risBH4luPfL1Zs8jgKcwhlcQABXUIU7qEEdGDzBM7zCm6e9F+/d+1i0rnn5zAn8gff5A59Hjx0=</latexit>

⇢e!v
<latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s3/Cw/iD/Ic9TAit26LWmPV1hK0=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWznTRLN9mwu6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHKmdKO822VVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXv/oKVEJik0qeBCdgKigLMEmpppDp1UAokDDu1geDP12yOQionkXo9T8GMySFjIKNFG6tlHnozEQw6eZINIEynFIx5NenbVqTkz4GXiFqSKCjR69pfXFzSLIdGUE6W6rpNqPydSM8phUvEyBSmhQzKArqEJiUH5+ez8CT41Sh+HQppKNJ6pvydyEis1jgPTGRMdqUVvKv7ndTMdXvk5S9JMQ0Lni8KMYy3wNAvcZxKo5mNDCJXM3IppRCSh2iRWMSG4iy8vk9Z5zXVq7t1FtX5dxFFGx+gEnSEXXaI6ukUN1EQU5egZvaI368l6sd6tj3lrySpmDtEfWJ8/7hmWGA==</latexit>

�e
<latexit sha1_base64="gRKFy+QFytmwqWy0cvo5FmmPz8I=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubeaSNXu3x+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvDAVXBvX/XaWlldW19YLG8XNre2d3dLevq9lphjWmRRSNUOqUfAE64Ybgc1UIY1DgY1wcDX2G4+oNJfJrRmmGMS0l/CIM2qs5LfTPr/DTqnsVtwJyCLxZqRcPfSf7gGg1il9tbuSZTEmhgmqdctzUxPkVBnOBI6K7UxjStmA9rBlaUJj1EE+uXZETqzSJZFUthJDJurviZzGWg/j0HbG1PT1vDcW//NamYkugpwnaWYwYdNFUSaIkWT8OulyhcyIoSWUKW5vJaxPFWXGBlS0IXjzLy8S/6ziuRXvxqZxCVMU4AiO4RQ8OIcqXEMN6sDgAZ7hFd4c6bw4787HtHXJmc0cwB84nz+QDpCP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="74MJShuZzxGyM2nLY3EY87InuhI=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUcHGZjAIVmHXRguLgI1lBLMJJGuYndxNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kikKDJjxRrZBo4ExAwzDDoSUVkDjk0AyHl2O/eQ9Ks0TcmExCEJO+YBGjxFjJ78gBu4VuueJW3QnwIvFmpFI78B9k9v1e75Y/O72EpjEIQznRuu250gQ5UYZRDqNSJ9UgCR2SPrQtFSQGHeSTa0f42Co9HCXKljB4ov6eyEmsdRaHtjMmZqDnvbH4n9dOTXQe5EzI1ICg00VRyrFJ8Ph13GMKqOGZJYQqZm/FdEAUocYGVLIhePMvLxL/tOq5Ve/apnGBpiiiQ3SETpCHzlANXaE6aiCK7tAjekYvTuI8Oa/O27S14Mxm9tEfOB8/TZOSnA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLq6KB/1S9uyUeWp/G4byg43mK0=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/AF75Ypf9ecgqyTISQVy1Hvlr25fsSxBaZmgxnQCP7XhhGrLmcBpqZsZTCkb0QF2HJU0QRNO5tdOyZlT+iRW2pW0ZK7+npjQxJhxErnOhNqhWfZm4n9eJ7PxVTjhMs0sSrZYFGeCWEVmr5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUAlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78a3PmV2nUeRxFO4BTOIYBLqMEt1KEBDB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AIWDjww=</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iJ/x8cSgmmYNbMN8WtCvsNrlH/U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0IOHgggeW7Af0Iay2U7atZtN2N0IJfQXePGgiFd/kjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49uZ335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR71f/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSeui6rlVr3FZqd3kcRThBE7hHDy4ghrcQx2awADhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB5cfjMM=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit>

(a)

Global block

�u
<latexit sha1_base64="znt8hwWv6wryqwCugrweUa+jkM8=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqGBjsxgEq3Bno4VFwMYygrkEkjPubfaSNXu7y+6eEo78BxsLRWz9P3b+GzcfhSY+GHi8N8PMvFhxZqzvf3tLyyura+uFjeLm1vbObmlvPzQy04TWieRSN2NsKGeC1i2znDaVpjiNOW3Eg6ux33ik2jApbu1Q0SjFPcESRrB1UthWfXaXdUplv+JPgBZJMCPl6mH4dA8AtU7pq92VJEupsIRjY1qBr2yUY20Z4XRUbGeGKkwGuEdbjgqcUhPlk2tH6MQpXZRI7UpYNFF/T+Q4NWaYxq4zxbZv5r2x+J/XymxyEeVMqMxSQaaLkowjK9H4ddRlmhLLh45gopm7FZE+1phYF1DRhRDMv7xIwrNK4FeCG5fGJUxRgCM4hlMI4ByqcA01qAOBB3iGV3jzpPfivXsf09YlbzZzAH/gff4AqE6Qnw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nc0DXje6uYB+/0fHlXL99yCq0no=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+ooKNzWAQrMKujRYWARvLCGYTSNYwO5lNxszODjOzyrLkH2wsFNHS/7HzA/wPJ49CEw9cOJxzL/feE0rOtHHdL6ewtLyyulZcL21sbm3vlHf3fJ2kitAGSXiiWiHWlDNBG4YZTltSURyHnDbD4eXYb95TpVkibkwmaRDjvmARI9hYye/IAbtNu+WKW3UnQIvEm5FK7cB/kNn3e71b/uz0EpLGVBjCsdZtz5UmyLEyjHA6KnVSTSUmQ9ynbUsFjqkO8sm1I3RslR6KEmVLGDRRf0/kONY6i0PbGWMz0PPeWPzPa6cmOg9yJmRqqCDTRVHKkUnQ+HXUY4oSwzNLMFHM3orIACtMjA2oZEPw5l9eJP5p1XOr3rVN4wKmKMIhHMEJeHAGNbiCOjSAwB08wjO8OInz5Lw6b9PWgjOb2Yc/cD5+AGXTkqw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5XnA5iYIAgqxiI+i0ptSwAiKP4=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stLAI2FhGMB+QnGFvM5es2ds9dveEEPIfbCwUsfX/2Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1LBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmkZlmmGDKaF0O6IGBZfYsNwKbKcaaRIJbEWjm5nfekJtuJL3dpximNCB5DFn1Dqp2U2H/CHrlSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7p9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVTSBE04mV87JWdO6ZNYaVfSkrn6e2JCE2PGSeQ6E2qHZtmbif95nczGV+GEyzSzKNliUZwJYhWZvU76XCOzYuwIZZq7WwkbUk2ZdQGVXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcOdXatd5HEU4gVM4hwAuoQa3UIcGMHiEZ3iFN095L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A53Djxw=</latexit>

⇢v!u
<latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8QVocR3pGD0i/QL+G1OhPZDl9fE=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ouLJy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYD+giWWz3TRLN9mwO6mUUPCvePGgiFd/hzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUEquAbH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0NIyU5Q1qRRSdQKimeAJawIHwTqpYiQOBGsHw5up3x4xpblM7mGcMj8mg4SHnBIwUs8+8lQkH/KRp/ggAqKUfMTZpGdXnZozA14mbkGqqECjZ395fUmzmCVABdG66zop+DlRwKlgk4qXaZYSOiQD1jU0ITHTfj47f4JPjdLHoVSmEsAz9fdETmKtx3FgOmMCkV70puJ/XjeD8MrPeZJmwBI6XxRmAoPE0yxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumEVGEgkmsYkJwF19eJq3zmuvU3LuLav26iKOMjtEJOkMuukR1dIsaqIkoytEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWklXMHKI/sD5/AAdVlig=</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xc4uzoZiBSxZUZkArgltxczS6nM=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7u533lCpXksH8w0QT+iI8lDzqixUrM9KFfcqrsAWSdeTiqQozEof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOSv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/Wxw6IxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetWbi/95vdSEN37GZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf02GXCEzYmoJZYrbWwkbU0WZsdmUbAje6svrpH1V9dyq17yu1G/zOIpwBudwCR7UoA730IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AbDjjNQ=</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="0coyYP26hzTYQyo/d27+M3N3DnU=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6MJFwY3LCvaBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJre533ni2ohYPeA04X5ER0qEglG00mM/ojgOwiydDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5snnpEzqwxJGGv7FJK5+nsjo5Ex0yiwk3lCs+zl4n9eL8Xw2s+ESlLkii0+ClNJMCb5+WQoNGcop5ZQpoXNStiYasrQllSxJXjLJ6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnYzFacoqdY/gD5/MH9tyREw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0coyYP26hzTYQyo/d27+M3N3DnU=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6MJFwY3LCvaBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJre533ni2ohYPeA04X5ER0qEglG00mM/ojgOwiydDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5snnpEzqwxJGGv7FJK5+nsjo5Ex0yiwk3lCs+zl4n9eL8Xw2s+ESlLkii0+ClNJMCb5+WQoNGcop5ZQpoXNStiYasrQllSxJXjLJ6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnYzFacoqdY/gD5/MH9tyREw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0coyYP26hzTYQyo/d27+M3N3DnU=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6MJFwY3LCvaBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJre533ni2ohYPeA04X5ER0qEglG00mM/ojgOwiydDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5snnpEzqwxJGGv7FJK5+nsjo5Ex0yiwk3lCs+zl4n9eL8Xw2s+ESlLkii0+ClNJMCb5+WQoNGcop5ZQpoXNStiYasrQllSxJXjLJ6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnYzFacoqdY/gD5/MH9tyREw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0coyYP26hzTYQyo/d27+M3N3DnU=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6MJFwY3LCvaBbSiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhP6FGxeKuPVv3Pk3TtostPXAwOGce5lzT5BIYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08aps41Yy3WCxj3Q2o4VIo3kKBkncTzWkUSN4JJre533ni2ohYPeA04X5ER0qEglG00mM/ojgOwiydDao1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGgOql/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWaWfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP5snnpEzqwxJGGv7FJK5+nsjo5Ex0yiwk3lCs+zl4n9eL8Xw2s+ESlLkii0+ClNJMCb5+WQoNGcop5ZQpoXNStiYasrQllSxJXjLJ6+S9kXdc+ve/WWtcVPUUYYTOIVz8OAKGnAHTWgBAwXP8ApvjnFenHfnYzFacoqdY/gD5/MH9tyREw==</latexit>

Node block

V 0
<latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gAQ7qdt3IKvK5oBqK3uN1PHYi1k=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNoFe4koIVFwMYyivmA5Ah7m7lkyd7esbsnhCP/wMZCEVv/kZ3/xk1yhSY+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVDFssljEqhNQjYJLbBpuBHYShTQKBLaD8e3Mbz+h0jyWj2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY6aF13i9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI5SGCap113MT42dUGc4ETku9VGNC2ZgOsWuppBFqP5tfOiVnVhmQMFa2pCFz9fdERiOtJ1FgOyNqRnrZm4n/ed3UhNd+xmWSGpRssShMBTExmb1NBlwhM2JiCWWK21sJG1FFmbHhlGwI3vLLq6R1WfXcqndfq9Rv8jiKcAKncAEeXEEd7qABTWAQwjO8wpszdl6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcRSI0F</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m8MJ1M94ujO0d0COo5n2Dsol6rc=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrs2phAM2FhGMA9IFpmdvZsMmZ1dZmaFsKS0sbFQxNZP8Rfs/AZ/wsmj0MQDFw7nnMt9BKng2rjul1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHLZ1kimGTJSJRnYBqFFxi03AjsJMqpHEgsB0MryZ++x6V5om8NaMU/Zj2JY84o8ZKjbtyxa26U5Bl4s1J5fLj+4EAgM1/9sKEZTFKwwTVuuu5qfFzqgxnAselXqYxpWxI+9i1VNIYtZ9P9xyTE6uEJEqULWnIVP3dkdNY61Ec2GRMzUAvehPxP6+bmajm51ymmUHJZoOiTBCTkMnRJOQKmREjSyhT3O5K2IAqyox9Tck+wVs8eZm0zqqeW/Vu3Er9AmYowhEcwyl4cA51uIYGNIFBCI/wDC8Od56cV+dtFi04855D+APn/Qd/sI8A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q1zM5ZsCNMJAtNUZI97B98ATlaA=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKQwSBYhV0bLQQDNpYJmAckQWZn7yZDZmeXmVkhLCltbCwUsfUvbP0FO79BP8LJo9DEAxcO55zLffiJ4Nq47qezsLi0vLKaW8uvb2xubRd2dus6ThXDGotFrJo+1Si4xJrhRmAzUUgjX2DD71+O/MYtKs1jeW0GCXYi2pU85IwaK1VuCkW35I5B5ok3JcWL96+7g7fqt81/tIOYpRFKwwTVuuW5ielkVBnOBA7z7VRjQlmfdrFlqaQR6k423nNIjqwSkDBWtqQhY/V3R0YjrQeRb5MRNT09643E/7xWasKzTsZlkhqUbDIoTAUxMRkdTQKukBkxsIQyxe2uhPWooszY1+TtE7zZk+dJ/aTkuSWv6hbL5zBBDvbhEI7Bg1MowxVUoAYMAriHR3hyuPPgPDsvk+iCM+3Zgz9wXn8AGkeQ8w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioxb3woZF1oAlTScqds23PrgiMY=">AAAB53icbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1NJmMAhWYdZGC4uAjWUE84BkkdnZ2WTI7Owyc1cIS37AxkIRW3/Jzr9xkmyhiQcGDuecy9x7wkxJi5R+e2vrG5tb25Wd6u7e/sFh7ei4Y9PccNHmqUpNL2RWKKlFGyUq0cuMYEmoRDcc38787pMwVqb6ASeZCBI21DKWnKGTWo+1Om3QOcgq8UtShxIu/zWIUp4nQiNXzNq+TzMMCmZQciWm1UFuRcb4mA1F31HNEmGDYr7nlJw7JSJxatzTSObq74mCJdZOktAlE4Yju+zNxP+8fo7xdVBIneUoNF98FOeKYEpmR5NIGsFRTRxh3Ei3K+EjZhhHV03VleAvn7xKOpcNnzb8e1pv3pR1VOAUzuACfLiCJtxBC9rAIYJneIU3T3ov3rv3sYiueeXMCfyB9/kDCGmMcA==</latexit>
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(b)

Figure 5. (a) The Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [49], a type of message-

passing neural network, can be expressed as a GN, without a global attribute and a

linear, non-pairwise edge function. (b) A more dramatic rearrangement of the GN’s

components gives rise to a model which pools vertex attributes and combines them

with a global attribute, then updates the vertex attributes using the combined feature

as context.
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3. Survey of Applications to Particle Physics

Beyond discriminating signals from background in physics analysis, machine learning can

be applied in many of the steps of the event: triggering, reconstruction and simulation.

GNNs are used in three different ways to make predictions : at the level of the graph, or

node, or edge, depending on the task at hand. We described briefly below the challenges

and the methods applied, coming back in further details in 4. All the presented methods

were developed on simulated events, and no performance on real data is reported so far.

In each line of work described below, a decision was first made about how the

data could be expressed as a graph: What are the entities and relations which would

be represented as nodes and edges, respectively? What is the required output, i.e.,

edge-, node-, or graph-level predictions? From there, choices about the specific GNN

architecture were made to reflect the desired computation: Is a global output network

required to produce graph-level outputs? Should pairwise interactions among nodes be

computed, or more GCN-like summation and non-linear transformation? How many

message-passing steps should be used, in order to propagate information among distant

nodes in the graph?

3.1. Graph Classification

Jet Classification. Jets or showers are sprays of stable particles that are stemming

from multiple successive interaction and decays of particles, originating from a single

initial object. The identification of this original object is of paramount importance in

particle physics. Because of the rather large lifetime of the b-hadrons [50] and hence

a significantly displaced decay vertex, identification of b-jet (b-tagging) using classical

methods has been rather successful. With the advent of deep learning methods, lower

level information has been used to improve the performance of b-tagging, and opened

the possibility of identifying jets coming from other particle (c-hadron, top-quark, tau,

etc). The jets coming from pure hadronic interaction driven by quantum chromo-

dynamics (QCD) (so called QCD jets), are covering an extremely large phase space

and constitute an irreducible background to other classes of jets. In particular, within

the framework of the particle flow reconstruction [51], the event is interpreted through

a set of particle candidates. As such, in references [52–58] the collection of particle

candidates is represented on a graph and various methods are applied.

The authors of [52] use a fully connected graph, and message passing architecture

to learn the adjacency matrix, comparing several directed and undirected graph

constructions. The classification of jets originating from the hadronic decay of a W

boson and QCD jets is shown to improve with the proposed method. Work on physics-

based inductive biases is left for future work to improve the learning of the adjacency

matrix. It should be noted that learning the adjacency matrix is related to learning

attention in [57].

In [54] the authors use the edgeconv method from [59] to derive a point cloud

architecture for jet tagging. The connectivity of the graph is defined dynamically
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by computing node neighborhoods over the distance in either the input space, or an

intermediate latent space when graph layers are stacked. The architecture respects

the particle permutation invariance by mean of averaging of contributions from the

connected neighbors. The performance of this model for the quark/gluon discrimination

(separating jets originating from a quark or a gluon) and top tagging (discriminating

hadronic top decay and QCD jet) tasks is reported to be better than other previously

studied architectures. The learned edge function is constrained to taking as input a node

feature and the feature difference between this node and the connected node. In [58]

the same model architecture is applied to the specific case of semi-visible jet originating

from the cascade decay of hypothetical dark hadrons. The method outperforms neural

networks that operate on images, as well as models including physical inductive biases

[60]. The authors demonstrate an order of magnitude improvement on the sensitivity

of dark matter search when using this method.

The authors of [55,56] take inspiration from [38] and adapt the interaction network

architecture to the purpose of graph categorisation. Using a fully connected graph

over the particles of a jet and primary vertices of the event, a graph category is

extracted after one step of message passing. The performance of this model on a

multi-class categorisation (light quarks, gluon, W and Z bosons hadronic decays, and

hadronic top jets) is better than other non-graph-based architectures against which it

was compared. On the specific use case of tagging jets which stem from Higgs bosons

decaying onto a pair of b quarks, the algorithm outperforms state of the art methods,

even when the proper mass decorrelation method [61] is applied. The authors report

some potential computation performance issues with running the model for predictions.

The measurement however, is done with a model obtained from a format conversion

between major frameworks, and the performance could be improved with a native

implementation instead.

With [53] the authors applied the Deep Sets method from [62] to jet tagging. They

propose a simplified model architecture with provable physics properties, such as infrared

and colinear safety. The features of each particle are encoded into a latent space and

the graph category is extracted from the summed representation in that latent space.

The model has no connectivity, and thus no attention or message passing, and pools

information globally across all the elements before the categorisation is output, and yet

the performance of this simple model on the quark/gluon classification is surprisingly

on par with other more complicated models. The authors provide ways of interpreting

what the model has learned, and are able to extract closed-form observables from their

trained model.

In [57] the graph attention network from [63] is adapted for graph categorisation.

The node and edge features are created and updated by means of multiple fully

connected neural networks, operating on the graph, and an additional attention factor,

equivalent to a weighted, directed adjacency matrix is computed per directed edge, and

used in the update rule. A k-nearest neighborhood connectivity pattern is constructed

using the distance over the edge features, initialized to the difference between node
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features, and later in a latent space when using stacked graph layers. Stability of the

models is improved with the use of a multi-head mechanism, and skip connections at

multiple level are added to facilitate the information flow. Their model outperforms the

model from [54] on the quark/gluon classification task, indicating the importance of the

attention mechanism — to which we come back to in sections 4.3 and 5.

Event Classification. Here we use the term event for the capture by an experiment of

the full history of a physics process. In astroparticle, for example it is the collection

of signals that covers the interaction of an high energy particle interacting with the

atmosphere. The jet tagging task presented in the previous section is part of a full

event identification in collider physics. Event classification is the task of predicting or

inferring the physics process at the origin of the recorded data.

The authors of [64] applied a graph convolution method for the classification of the

signal in the IceCube detector, to determine if a muon originated from a cosmic neutrino,

or from a cosmic ray showering in the earth atmosphere. The adjacency matrix of a

fully connected graph of the detector sensors is constrained to a Gaussian kernel on

the physical distance, with a learnable locality parameter. Node features are updated

by application of the adjacency matrix and non-linear activation. The graph property

is extracted from the sum over the latent features of the nodes of the graph. This

GNN model yields a signal-to-background ratio about three times as big as the baseline

analysis of such signal.

In [65], the message passing neural network architecture from [12] is used over a

fully connected graph composed of the final state particles, and the missing transverse

energy. Messages are computed from the node features and a distance in the azimuth-

rapidity plane first, then in the node latent space for later iterations. Such messages

are passed across the graph in two iterations, and each node receives a categorisation.

The node-averaged value is used to predict the event category. The model is compared

to densely connected models, and is showing superior performance when comparing the

S/
√
B analysis significance. From the same authors, in [66,67], a similar architecture is

applied to event classification for other signal topologies, demonstrating the versatility

of the method.

3.2. Node Classification and Regression

Pileup Mitigation. In a view to increase the overall probability of producing rare

processes and exotic events, the particle density of bunches composing the colliding

beams can be increased. This results in multiple possible interactions per beam crossing.

The downside of this increased probability is that, when occurring, an interesting

interaction will be accompanied with other spurious, less interesting interactions

(pileup), considered as noise for the analysis. Mitigation of pileup is of prime importance

for analysis at colliders. While it is rather easy to suppress charged particles by virtue

of the primary vertex they are originating from, neutral particles are harder to suppress.
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In a particle flow reconstruction [51], the state of the art is to compute a pileup weight

per particle [68], and use it for mitigation.

In [69] the authors utilize the gated graph network architecture [36] to predict a per

particle probability of belonging to the pileup part of the event. The graph is composed

of one node per charged and neutral particle in the event, and the connectivity is imposed

to ∆R ≡
√
δφ2 + δη2 < 0.3 in the azimuth-pseudorapidity plane. An averaged R-

dependent message is computed and gated with each previous node representation by

mean of a gated recurrent unit (GRU) to form the new node representation. The per-

particle pileup probability is extracted with a dense model, after three stacked graph

layers, and a skip connection into the last graph layer. The model outperforms other

standard methods for pileup subtraction and improves resolution of several physical

observables.

The authors of [57] take inspiration from the graph attention network from [63] to

predict a per-particle pileup probability. An architecture very similar to the one used

for the jet classification (described previously) is used to create a global graph latent

representation, which in turn is used to compute an output that is mapped back to

each node, thanks to a given order of the latter. This method is shown to improve the

resolution on the jet and di-jet mass observables, while being stable over a large range

of pileup density.

Calorimeter Reconstruction. A calorimeter is a detector which goal is to contain and

measure the total energy of a system. In particle physics, a calorimeter is commonly

composed on the one hand of inactive material inducing showering of particles and

energy loss (absorber), and on the other hand a sensitive material that aims at measuring

the collective released energy in the absorber. Reconstruction of the energy of the

incoming particle in such a sampling calorimeter involves calibration and clustering of

the signal of various cells.

With [70] a graph network based approach is proposed to cluster and assign the

signal in a high granularity calorimeter to two incoming particles. A latent edge

representation is constructed in the latent space of the nodes, using a potential function

of the distance also in the latent space. Two methods are proposed for the graph

connectivity, one — GravNet — using nearest neighbors in a latent space, the other

— GarNet — using a fixed number of additional nodes (dubbed aggregator) in the

graph. Node features are updated using concatenated message from multiple aggregation

methods, and provides in output the fraction of energy of the cell belonging to each

particle. The proposed methods are slightly improving over more classical approaches,

and could be beneficial in more complex detector geometry than the one studied.

Particle Flow Reconstruction. Typically, detectors in particle physics are composed

of multiple sub-detectors with various sensing technologies. Each sub-detector is

targeting the measurement of specific characteristic of the particle. The assembly of

all measurements allows for the characterisation of the particle properties. The particle
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flow — or energy flow — reconstruction is an algorithm that aims at assigning to

a candidate particle all the measurements in each sub-detector [51]. Since all particles

produced during a collision can potentially be reconstructed, particle flow reconstruction

allows for fine grained interpretation and analysis of collision events.

The author of [71] proposes the object condensation loss formulation, using a GNN

method to extract the particles’ information from the graph of individual measurements.

In this context, the model is set to predict the properties of a smaller number of particles

than there are measurements, in essence doing a graph reduction. A stacked-GravNet-

based model performs node-wise regression of a kinematic corrective factor together

with a condensation weight. The latter indicates whether a node of the graph has

to be considered as representative of a particle in the event, and have its regressed

quantities be assigned to that particle. The performance of this algorithm is compared

with a baseline particle-flow algorithm on rather sparse large hadron collider (LHC)

environments. The proposed method is shown to be more efficient and produces less

fake particles than the standard approach.

Efficiency Parametrization. The analysis of particle physics data — in particular

collider experiment data — requires applying selection criteria on the large volume of

data, in a view to enhance the proportion of interesting signals. It is crucial to determine

with as little uncertainty as possible the fraction of signal passing these selections, if one

wants to measure the rate of production of that signal during the experiment. Much

care is taken to determine these selection efficiencies, as they play significant roles in

measuring the cross section of known processes, or while setting limits on production of

unknown signals. The efficiencies can be measured from data or simulation, per event

or any component of it. It is often the case that the efficiency of a specific selection

on a component of the full events also depends on the other components of the event.

Taking into account the correlation between all components of an event is a hard task

that machine learning can help with.

The authors of [72] use GNNs to learn the per-jet tagging efficiency, from a fully

connected graph representation of the jets in the event. The model is a message

passing GNN. The edge update and node updates are both implemented as simple

fully connected networks. The final node representation is used to predict the per-jet

efficiency for each jet in an event. The GN allows taking into account the dependency

of the per-jet efficiency on the other jets in the event. The comparison is made with the

classical method of explicitly parametrizing the per-jet efficiency with a two dimensional

histogram, whose axis are the jet transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity. The

authors show how the graph representation and GNN parametrisation allows improving

determination of the per-jet efficiency, compared to the more traditional method.
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3.3. Edge Classification

Charged Particle Tracking. Charged particles have the property of ionizing the material

they traverse. This property is utilized in a tracking device (tracker) to perform precise

measurement of the passage of charged particles. Contrary to calorimeters, trackers

should not alter too much the energy of the incoming particle, as such it usually produces

a sparse spatial sampling of the trajectory. The reconstruction of the trajectory of

original particles amounts to finding what set of isolated measurement (hits) belong to

the same particle. Most tracking devices are embedded in a magnetic field that will

curve the trajectories and hence provide a handle at measuring the particle momentum

component transverse to the magnetic field, since this quantity and the curvature are

inversely proportional.

The authors of [73] propose a GNN approach to charged particle tracking using

edge classification. Each node of the graph represents one sparse measurement, or hit,

with edge constructed between pairs of hits with geometrically plausible relations. Using

multiple updates of the node representation and edge weight over the graph (using the

edge weight as attention), the model learns what are the edges truly connecting hits

belonging to the same track. This approach transforms the clustering problem into an

edge classification that defines the sub-graphs of hits belonging to the same trajectory.

The performance of this method has high accuracy when applied in a simplified case,

and is promising for more realistic scenarios. In [74], a GNN model involving message

passing is presented and provides improved performance.

Secondary Vertex Reconstruction. The particles within a jet often originate from

various intermediate particles that are worth identifying for the purpose of identifying

the origin of the jet (see the paragraph on jet identification above). The decay of the

intermediate particles are identified as secondary vertices within the jet, using clustering

algorithms on the particles, such as the adaptive vertex reconstruction [75]. Based on the

association to secondary vertex, the particles within a jet can henceforth be partitioned.

In [76], the authors develop a general formalism for set-to-graph neural networks

and provide mathematical proof that their formulation is a universal approximation

of function mapping a graph structure onto an input set — all invariance taken

into account. In particular, they apply a set-to-2-edge — predicting single edge

characteristics from the input set — approximation to the problem of particle association

within a jet. The model is a composition of an embedding model, a fixed broadcasting

mapping and a graph-to-graph model. All components are actually rather simple and

the expressivity of the full model stems from the specific equivariant formulation. Their

model outperforms the standard methods on jet partitioning by about 10% over multiple

metrics.
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4. Formulating HEP tasks with GNN

The articles described in section 3 make use of multiple graph connectivity schemes,

model architecture and loss functions. Experience shows that using our knowledge

about the underlying physics in order to encode the relationship between the nodes —

whatever they may represent — in both the input graph and the model architecture

is key in developing algorithms. Unfortunately it is not always clear which methods

and model architectures will outperform the others. This section aims to clarify the

choices made and provide a checklist of considerations for the particle physicist looking

to develop a new application using a GNN.

4.1. Task Definition

The first step is to decide what function one wants to learn with the GNN. In some

applications this is trivial - for example jet, event or particle classification. In those

cases a GNN is used to learn some representation of the node or the entire graph/set

and a standard classifier is trained on that representation.

For tasks such as segmentation or clustering, there is a choice between formulating

the task as edge classification or something like the object condensation method

which uses node representations to formulate a partition of the input set. The

object condensation method has an important advantage, in that it computes

relationships between objects (the attractive or repulsive potential) only while training

the algorithm, in the computation of the loss function. An edge classifier will learn

an edge representation and use that to classify edges. The number of edges can be

large, increasing the computation and memory requirements of the algorithm. The

determination of the set partition in the object condensation method is a simple function

of the node representation, which greatly reduces those requirements.

None of the work presented in section 3 is using a mapping of the input onto

the edges of the graph. Because an edge can only link two nodes — while a node

can be connected to as many edges as desirable — construction of such graph would

require a specific structure of the input. One such use case could be in situations where

observations arise from two concurrent measurements, such as hit position in stereo strip

detectors. The detector is composed of two rectangular modules with a thin strip of

sensors along one dimension, and the modules are tilted with respect to each other by a

couple of degrees so as to have the strip sensors overlapping and hence creating a grid.

With strip measurement positioned on the nodes, the important information would be

located on the edges, as a combination of two such hits. Other examples in network

communication might also be relevant.

4.2. Graph Construction

In most particle physics applications, the nature of the relationships between different

elements in the set are not clear cut (as it would be for a molecule or a social network).
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Therefore a decision needs to be made about how to construct a graph from the set of

inputs. Different graph construction methods are illustrated in figure 6. Depending on

the task, one might even want to avoid creating any pairwise relationships between

nodes. If the objects have no pairwise conditional dependence — a DeepSet [53]

architecture with only node and global properties might be more suitable. Edges in

the graph serve 3 roles:

(i) The edges are communication channels among the nodes.

(ii) Input edge features can indicate a relationship between objects, and can encode

physics motivated variables about that relationship (such as ∆R between objects).

(iii) Latent edges store relational information computed during message-passing,

allowing the network to encode such variables it sees relevant for the task.

In cases where the input sets are small (Nv ∼ O(10) ) the typical and easiest

choice is to form a fully connected graph, allowing the network to learn which object

relationships are important. In larger sets, as the number of edges between all nodes

increases as Ne ∝ (Nv)
2, the computational load of using a neural network to create

an edge representation or compute attention weights becomes prohibitive. One possible

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6. Different methods for constructing the graph. (a) Connecting every node

to every other node (b) Connecting neighboring nodes in some predefined feature space

(c) Connecting neighboring nodes in a learned feature space.
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work-around is to choose a fixed edge feature that is easy to pre-compute — such as

distance between detector modules.

If an edge-level computation is required, it is necessary to only form some edges.

Edges can be formed based on a relevant metric such as the ∆R between particles in a

detector, or the physical distance between detector modules. Given a distance measure

between nodes, some criterion for connecting them needs to be formulated, such as

connecting k-nearest neighbors in the feature space.

The node features used to connect edges can also be based on a learned

representation. This is sometimes referred to as dynamic graph construction, and used

by the EdgeConv [54] and GravNet [70] architectures, for example. We will discuss this

in more detail in section 4.3, showing the connection between the idea of dynamic graph

construction and attention mechanisms.

When the graph is constructed dynamically, such as using the node representation

to connect edges between k-nearest neighbors, the gradient of the neural network

parameters is only affected by those nodes that have actually been connected. Since

the indexing of node-neighborhood is non differentiable, its parameters cannot be learn

with gradient descent, but can be optimized on hyper-parameter search.

In initial stages of the training, the edge formation is essentially random, allowing

the network to explore which node representations should be closer together in the

latest space. During later stages of the training, one may wish to encourage further

exploration by the network. One possible way to do this is to inject random edges —

for example besides connecting nodes to k-nearest neighbors in latest space, connecting

an additional small number of random connections to nodes further away in the latent

space.

A recent paper [77] introduces a reinforcement learning agent which traverses an

input graph to reach nodes which should be connected by new edges. Its policy is

optimized for some downstream task performance, so that the nodes it chooses to

connect with new edges improve the task performance.

4.3. Model Architecture

Designing the model architecture should reflect a logical combination of the inputs

towards the learning task. In the language of the GN formalism (section 2.2), we

need to select a concrete implementation of the GN block update and aggregation

functions φ and ρ, and decide how to configure their sequence inside the GN block.

Additionally we need to decide which kinds of GN blocks we want to combine and

how to stack them together. As explained in section 2.2, different architectures such

as Graph Convolution Networks, Graph Attention Networks, are specific choices for

constructing a GNN — but they are all equivalent in the sense that their output is a

graph with learned node/edge/graph representations which are then used to perform

the actual task.
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Figure 7. Possible architectures for a GN block that create an updated node

representation. Using an edge representation as an intermediate step (upper diagram)

gives a different inductive bias to the model, compared to using a global representation

of the set (lower diagram). The function names are from equation 1 and figure 4(a)

GN block functions. The key question here is what logical steps one would take to

form the GN block output in a way that serves the task, and which parts of this logical

process should be modeled with neural networks? The most general GN block (as shown

in figure 4(a)) could have all of its update functions implemented as neural networks,

which allows the most flexibility in the learning processes. This flexibility might not be

required for the task, and it might carry computational costs that we wish to keep to a

minimum. Therefore its probably better to start with a simple architecture, and only

add complexity gradually, until the algorithms performance is satisfactory.

Figure 7 shows two examples of possible configurations, either creating an edge

representation before aggregating edges and forming a node update, or using global

aggregation before a node update. Both configurations result in an updated node

representation, but one of them is based on a sum of pair-wise representations, and the

other on a global sum of node representations — the information content is the same,

but the inductive bias is different. For example, the authors of [72] assumed that the

jet-tagging efficiency is heavily affected by the ∆R between neighboring jets — therefore

an edge update step created a representation of pair-wise interaction between jets, which

was then summed for each jet to create the updated node representation. In contrast

the authors of [53] used a DeepSet architecture, where each node representation is

created independently from its neighbors, the node representations are then summed to

create the graph representation, with each node representation weighted by the particles

energy.

Attention Mechanisms. Another important component that can be used in defining

the ρe→v and ρv,e→u aggregation functions is using attention mechanisms, as illustrated
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Figure 8. Attention mechanisms allow the network to learn relative importance of

different nodes/edges in the aggregation functions. The red node is a node whose

neighbors are being aggregated by ρe→v , the attention mechanism will learn to provide

relative weights for the adjacent nodes/edges (the green highlights) such that the

output of ρe→v is a weighted sum of either the node or edge representations.

in figure 8. The term attention is rooted in the perceptual psychology and neuroscience

literatures, where it refers to the phenomenon and mechanisms by which a subset of

incoming sensory information is selected for more extensive processing, while other

information is deprioritized or filtered out.

The key consideration for defining and adding an attention mechanism is whether

different parts of the input data are more important than others. For example, in

classifying jets, some particles that originate from a secondary decay are an important

footprint of a particular class of jets — therefore those particles may be more important

for the classification task. There are a few different implementations of attention

mechanisms. They all share the basic concept of using a neural network or a pre-

defined function to compute weights which represent the relative importance of different

elements in a set. In the GN block ρ functions, these weights are used to create weighted

sums of the representations of the different elements.

Here we want to draw attention to the connection between attention mechanisms

and dynamic graph construction. Figure 9 shows the structure of two architectures

discussed in section 3, the EdgeConv, GravNet layers. These are both GN block

implementations, they take as input a set of nodes (without explicit edges) and output

an updated node representation. Both begin with a node embedding stage, which creates

a node representation without exchanging information between the nodes. This node

embedding (or only part of its feature vector, in the case of GravNet) is interpreted

as a position of the node in a latent euclidean space, and edges are formed between k-

nearest neighbors. This can be thought of as a fully connected graph with an attention

mechanism that assigns a weight of 1 to nodes within the set of k-nearest neighbors, and

0 otherwise. The advantage of this procedure over using a neural network to compute

attention weights is the much lower computational cost of both computing the edge

attention weight and the subsequent edge-related operations.

Its worth noting that the GarNet layer [70] can be described as a form of multi-
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Figure 9. The GN block structure of the EdgeConv, GravNet layers as described in

the GN formalism. The node embedding stage is a GN block which operates on the

nodes independently (without any information exchange between them), followed by

a GN block which creates an edge representation for every pair of vertices, aggregates

edges for each node and then updates the vertex representation. The edge update

function φe does not use a neural network, but uses a pre-defined function of the node

representation - leading to a reduction in computational cost.

headed self-attention mechanism [48]. The GarNet layer interprets the node embedding

as s different “distances” (with s being the dimension of the embedding). These

distances are attention weights over each node of the graph, and they are used to

compute s different weighted sums — these are the s different heads of the attention

mechanism. The weighted sums are propagated back to the nodes again via attention

weights of each node to each of the s attention heads. The reason GarNet is

computationally affordable without a hard cutoff — such as k-nearest neighbors —

is that φv, the node embedding function, is the only one computed with a neural

network. The attention weights are all computed with pre-defined functions given the

node embedding (specifically, the function is exp(−|w|) where w is the attention weight).

Stacking GN blocks. A stack of GN blocks (as described in figure 4(b)) serves two

purposes. First, in the same way that stacked layers in any neural network architecture

(such as a CNN) can be thought of as gradually constructing a high level representation

of the data, GN blocks arranged sequentially serve the same purpose for constructing

the node/edge and graph representations. Therefore, additional GN blocks increase the

depth of the model and its expressive power.

Second, after one iteration of message passing in a single GN block, the node has

only exchanged information with its immediate connected neighbors. This is illustrated

in figure 10. Multiple iterations with a GN block (either the same block applied multiple

times, or different blocks applied in a sequence) increase each nodes receptive field, as the

representation of its neighboring nodes was previously updated with information from

their neighbors. Often skip or residual connections, which combine the input with the

output, are used to prevent corruption of the updated representations, and preservation

of the gradient signal, over many message passing steps, as is common in CNNs and

RNNs.
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Figure 10. Each iteration of message passing between nodes increases a nodes

receptive field. For example the node in red communicates with its three connected

neighbors (red outline) in the first message passing step. The orange and yellow dotted

lines represent the nodes that communicate after two and three iterations respectively.

The node left out of the yellow line have not exchanged information with the red node,

after three iterations only.

5. Summary and Discussion

The papers reviewed in section 3 can be seen as the first wave of application of graph

neural network architectures to diverse tasks in high energy physics. The methods

show superior performance over other model architecture, thanks to the inductive bias,

reduction of number of parameters, more elaborated loss function, and above all a much

more natural data representation. Graphs are constructed from observable in various

ways, often with sparse connectivity to lessen computational requirements.

While multiple architectures are presented with different names, and slightly

different formalisms, they all share the core concept of exchanging information across the

graph. We deciphered the variety of models in section 4 by providing some considerations

on how the models were build. We provide in the following some new directions

to be considered as future direction for the next generation of graph neural network

applications in high energy physics.

Transformer, Reformer, etc. Following the discussion of the GravNet and EdgeConv

layers in section 4.3 and their relation to attention mechanisms, another class of

models which are closely related to GNNs, and which perform a type of soft structural

prediction, are Transformer architectures, based on the self-attention mechanism [48]. In

GNN language, a Transformer computes normalized edge weights in a complete graph

(i.e., a graph with edges connecting all pairs of nodes), and passes messages along
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the edges in proportion to these weights, analogous to a hybrid of graph attention

networks [63] and GCNs [49].

In GN notation, described in [13] and used explicitly in graph attention

networks [63], the Transformer uses a φe which produces both a vector message and

a scalar unnormalized weight, and the ρe→v function normalizes the weights before

computing a weighted sum of the message vectors. This allows a set of input items to

be treated as nodes in a graph, without observed input edges, and the edge structure

to be inferred and used within the architecture for message-passing. Different variants

of attention mechanisms are a way to give different weights in the pooling operations

ρe→v, ρv,e→u, as illustrated if figure 8. The implementation of attention should reflect

the nature of the interaction between the objects in the set, as they relate to the task.

The Reformer [78] architecture overcomes the quadratic computational and memory

costs that challenge traditional Transformer-based methods, by projecting nodes into

a learned high-dimensional embedding space where nearest neighbors are efficiently

computed to inform a sparse graph over which to pass messages. The recent

Linformer [79] method is similar, but with a low rank approximation to the soft

adjacency matrix.

Graph generative models. Importantly, the GN does not predict structural changes

directly. However, many recent papers use GNs (or other GNNs) to decide how to

modify a graph’s structure. For example, [80] and [81] are autogressive graph generators,

which use a GN or Transformer to predict whether a new vertex should be added to a

graph (by the graph-level output), and which existing vertices to connect it to with edges

(by the vertex-level outputs). The GraphRNN [82], and Graphite [83] are generative

models over edges that use an RNN for sequential prediction, and GraphGAN [84] is

an analogous method based on generative adversarial networks. [85]’s Neural Relational

Inference treats the existence of edges as latent random variables, and trains a posterior

edge inference front-end via variational autoencoding. In [86] and [87], a GN is used

to guide the policy of a reinforcement learning agent and build graphs that represent

physical scenes. The DiffPool [88] architecture (illustrated in figure 11 is an attention-

based soft edge prediction mechanism, but over hierarchies of graphs, where lower-level

ones are pooled to higher-level ones.

Generative models of graphs have not been explored much in particle physics,

though some unpublished work is on-going. The need for computational resource

for simulation in particle physics is almost as large as the requirements for event

reconstruction. There is a breadth of efforts on using machine learning as surrogate

simulators in particle physics. For the reasons exposed in section 1 that data in

particle physics can often be represented as graphs, it is natural to investigate the

use of generative models using graphs as a possible solution. Models under development

are for example predicting energy deposition in the cells of a calorimeter or the particle

candidates obtained from a particle flow reconstruction algorithm. In all cases, the

generated quantities are naturally represented as a set or graph, with fixed or variable
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Figure 11. The DiffPool [88] layer and similar architectures allow to modify the graph

structure as an intermediate step of the model computation. In the illustration, nodes

in the input graph are grouped together to form nodes in the output graph. Each node

is colored according to the outline of the nodes associated to it in the input graph. The

output graph adjacency matrix is also learned as part of the DiffPool layer output.

size.

Computation Performance. An important consideration for building and efficiently

training GNNs on hardware is whether to use dense or sparse implementations of the

graph’s edges. The number of edges in a graph usually defines the memory and speed

bottleneck, because there are typically more edges than nodes and the φe function

is applied the most times. A dense adjacency matrix supports fast, parallel matrix

multiplication to compute E ′, which, for example, is exploited in speed-efficient GCN-

and Transformer-style models. The downside is that the adjacency matrix’s memory

footprint is quadratic in the number of nodes.Alternatively, using sparse adjacency

matrices allows the memory to scale linearly in the number of edges, which allows much

larger graphs to be processed. But the sparse indexing operations required to implement

sparse matrix multiplication can incur greater time costs than their dense counterparts

— this is an active area of development for both software and hardware acceleration.

However, sparse operations are a key bottleneck in current deep learning hardware,

and should next generation hardware substantially improve their speed, this would

potentially improve the relative advantage of sparse edge implementations of GNNs.

In a computing environment in HEP, one cannot expect to have access to dedicated

accelerators (GPU, TPU, FPGA, etc) — although work is going in the direction of

building the infrastructure — and one needs to keep into consideration the time for

running the model in production.

Final Remarks. Neural networks that operate on sets are increasing in popularity in

high energy physics tasks, both in event reconstruction, and in physics analysis. These

neural networks are performing well in proof-of-concept studies, either surpassing or

matching existing state of the art techniques. They have not yet been tested in the field

with real detector data. It is important to understand that all of the models use the
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same basic building blocks to perform their tasks, and the most important consideration

in designing the architecture for these neural networks is to correctly model the nature

of interaction between the objects in the input set. It is probably the best practice to

start with a simple graph model and architecture then build up on additional complexity

geared towards incorporating scientific understanding of the physical process at stake.
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